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About This Content

Turn Mors’ dog into a real killing machine with the DLC: DOG PACK! With these 2 alternative skins – the God’s Eye Mastiff
and the Dornish Hound – Mors’ dog will hunt your enemies with style!
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Title: Game of Thrones - Dog Pack DLC
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
Cyanide Studios
Publisher:
Focus Home Interactive
Release Date: 4 Oct, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:WINDOWS XP SP3/WINDOWS VISTA SP2/WINDOWS 7
Processor:AMD/INTEL DUAL-CORE 2.2 GHZ
Memory:2048 MB RAM
Graphics:256 MB 100% DIRECTX 9 AND SHADERS 3.0 COMPATIBLE. ATI RADEON HD 2600 XT/NVIDIA
GEFORCE 7900 GTX OR HIGHER
DirectX®:9.0
Hard Drive:7 GB HD space
Sound:DIRECTX 9 COMPATIBLE
Additional:INTERNET CONNECTION REQUIRED THE GAME ACTIVATION

English,German,French,Italian,Polish
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The Dog Skin Pack for Games of Thrones is pretty self explanatory: it gives you the opportunity to change the appearence of
Mors' dog into either a God\u2019s Eye Mastiff or a Dornish Hound from the main menu. Said skins are also purely cosmetic
and don't impact the gameplay in any meaningful way.

I'd suggest you to buy this DLC only if you love either one skin or both very much, I suppose. This DLC gives you the
opportunity to get rid of the awfully textured original dog and replace them with two good dogs. If you hate Mors' dog with a
passion then you need this DLC pack for its low price its an OK DLC but if you would rather spend your \u00a31 on skins for
CS: GO or anything different like that then be my guest but this is not worth the price if you are only playing the game once
since you really won't care much the main time you see the dog is when you stealth attack an enemy with the dog otherwise you
really shouldn't care however I do recommend this DLC for fans of this game and only those people I would just play the game..
The Dornush Hound looks cooler indeed. You will have company by the dog through 80% of the game.
You even play as the dog and give him orders.
So let the dogs out and buy this DLC.. If only all skin packs could be priced like this, at a dollar or less. I personally enjoy the
look of the God's Eye Mastiff.. This DLC add additional 2 dog skins for your game. Not must-have (as it doesn't add any bonus,
quest, etc..), but if you get it in the bundle with the main game, the skins are pretty good. Also, you will spend a lot of time
playing as the dog (and it is so much fun!), so you should feel good in your...fur.
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